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Abe started with the Keyword Inspector Trends Tool.

You can plug in any variables that you want.  It will change the results you get so feel free to 
experiment here.













The result of the search



We are only concerned about data that is in the columns shown above (From Current Volume to 
Products Category)



 

To make it easier to read you can de-select all the columns below “Products Category” if you want.



If you're using this method for private label then on this page you're looking for generic, non-brand 
driven items.  
Also, Abe only digs deeper into the keyword if the blue graph to the right of the search volume is 
consistent.  So in the image above “weck lids” is not consistent as it's flat and then rises abruptly, but 
“tequila shot glasses” and “tequila glasses” are more consistent.



If you click on the Amazon logo next to the keywords you will be taken to an Amazon page with that 
keyword.



On the Amazon page, Abe scrolled down until he found one that caught his eye.  These Himalayan shot 
glasses aren't made of glass and they're in the optimum price range for private label.
From here, he looked for a supplier.



He did a search on Google for “Himalayan Salt Glass Wholesale” and found this site - 
https://www.himalayansaltcart.com/
This supplier could be a potential private label supplier using my easy way method.

https://www.himalayansaltcart.com/


The next step and the heart of Abe's method is to find keywords that don't have sponsored ads running 
on them.
To do this he uses Keyword Inspector's Reverse ASIN tool.  You simply plug in the ASIN of the best 
selling competitor's product.  
So in the webinar he plugged in this ASIN: B00OQNJE6S
Keyword Inspector found all the keywords that this listing ranks for.
You can check Amazon for all of these keywords to see which ones don't have sponsored ads running.  
So if you have a product like the Himalayan Sea Salt Shot Glasses and the main phrase is “Himalayan 
Sea Salt Glasses”, but it's a competitive phrase, you might be able to be at the top of page 1 for a phrase 
like “Pink Himalayan Sea Salt Glasses”
So Abe's method is a way to get noticed by using keywords that other listings aren't running sponsored 
ads for.
You can also take these other keywords and incorporate them into your listing – Title, Bullets, 
Description, Back End Keywords, etc.



Abe then downloaded the results into a CSV file and copied the keywords that had at least 1000 
searches per month and plugged them back into the Trends tool using the broad match keyword field.





From this page you can get more ideas for potential keywords for your listing or for your sponsored 
ads.
Then take these keywords and the others you found earlier and see which ones do not have Amazon 
sponsored ads for them.



From the Reverse ASIN search results screen you can click on the red keyboard icon and it will take 
you to Keyword Inspector's free search terms tool.



You can see some of the competitor's listings here.  With this information you can go into these listings 
and check out your competition.  How do their images look?  What do they put in their title, bullets, 
and description?



On the same screen you can scroll down and see even more keywords from these listings that you can 
incorporate into your listing.  These words are a good fit for your back end search terms.



Do you already have a private label product?  Is it in a competitive niche?

Abe's method works for this well.

In my Private Label Mentoring Program I have a student that has a product in a very competitive niche.
Abe gave him some tips and in the webinar he showed some tricks you can use.

This is the listing for the competitor's product.

Abe took this listing's ASIN and put it into the Reverse ASIN tool and found all of the keywords this 
listing ranks for.
He then took many of the top keywords and inputted those into the exact match field of the Trends Tool 
to see the search volume of those keywords.

What Abe found was that Psoriasis cream was super competitive (lots of sponsored ads), but there were 
no sponsored ads for the term psoriasis.



The next example Abe did was showing how you can take advantage of Christi Michelle's method 
(http://privatelabeltheeasyway.com/4weeks100workshop/) and use promotional stores to source 
products that match keyword phrases that don't have sponsored ads ran for them.

In this instance he did a broad match search for the terms “gift” and “gifts”.  Many of the results had 
zero sponsored ads and LOTS of searches.

Need a little more help?

Check out the Private Label Mentoring Program - http://privatelabeltheeasyway.com/mentoring-297/

 

http://privatelabeltheeasyway.com/mentoring-297/
http://privatelabeltheeasyway.com/4weeks100workshop/

